There continues to be significant confusion about the goals, scope, and nature of modelling practice in neuroeconomics. This article aims to dispel some such confusion by using one of the most recent critiques of neuroeconomic modelling as a foil. The article argues for two claims. First, currently, for at least some economic model of choice behaviour, the benefits derivable from neurally informing an economic model do not involve special tractability costs. Second, modelling in neuroeconomics is best understood within Marr's three-level of analysis framework and in light of a co-evolutionary research ideology. The first claim is established by elucidating the relationship between the tractability of a model, its descriptive accuracy, and its number of variables. The second claim relies on an explanation of what it can take to neurally inform an economic model of choice behaviour.
Introduction
Should economic models of choice behaviour be informed by findings and concepts from the cognitive and biological sciences? This question has received considerable attention since the rise of neuroeconomics. So far, most critics of neuroeconomics have focused either on principled, a priori reasons for why results and concepts from cognitive neuroscience should not inform economic models of choice, or on evidential issues, which make it at least premature to bring results from cognitive neuroscience to bear on economic modelling. Gul and Pesendorfer ([2008] ), for example, argue that neurophysiological data are irrelevant in principle to economic models, as economic models are not designed to explain those data. Rubinstein ([2008] ) observes that to date brain studies have not produced any novel, relevant insight for economics. Harrison ([2008] ) and Harrison and Ross ([2010] ) focus on some of the aspects of the methodology underlying many neuroeconomic studies and on the status of the evidence provided by these studies. On the basis of the studies they examine, they argue that currently the grounds for informing economic models with neural data are methodologically dubious and evidentially weak.
More recently, Fumagalli ([2011] ) has put forward a novel critique. He claims that economists are provisionally justified in resisting the incorporation of 'neural insights' into their models of choice behaviour because of the tractability costs that such 'neural enrichment' is likely to impose on economic modelling.
1 In order to defend this claim, Fumagalli ([2011] , p. 618) leverages economists' modelling practices, but also 'the pragmatic and epistemic goals which govern the construction and evaluation of models' in economics and in other sciences. The arguments in support of his claim are two-fold. The first argument is that building a descriptively accurate and neurally informed model of choice behaviour entails that the model will contain many neural variables. Because such a model would contain many neural variables, it is likely that modellers will incur tractability costs that out weigh the explanatory benefits yielded by the model. Insofar as modellers of choice behaviour are justified in incorporating neural variables in their models only if the tractability costs of this type of modelling are compensated by its explanatory benefits, modellers of choice behaviour should not build models that are neurally informed. 1 There is some ambiguity in what Fumagalli ([2011] ) is actually claiming. At times he claims that 'a neural enrichment of economic models is likely to impose [tractability costs] on economists' ([2011] , p. 627). Other times, he makes the stronger, distinct claim that 'elaborating descriptively accurate NE [i.e. neuroeconomic] models of decision making would require them [i.e. economists] to build rather intractable representations' ([2011] , p. 627). The argument put forward in the present paper challenges the more plausible, weak claim.
The second argument begins from the premise that choice behaviour can be modelled at different levels (for example, psychological, neural, biological, and micro-physical). Then it claims that providing a descriptively accurate and tractable model of choice prevents economists from incorporating variables at the neural level. Since modelling choice behaviour at the neural level would involve too high a modelling cost in comparison to models incorporating variables at some other level, economists should refrain from modelling choice behaviour at the neural level, and, more generally, from building models that span multiple levels that would be 'prohibitively impractical'.
There are three reasons why considering Fumagalli's ([2011] ) arguments is congenial to the main aim of the present article, namely, to elucidate some of the core aspects of current modelling practice in neuroeconomics. First, these arguments provide a novel and up-to-date critique of neuroeconomics; second, being based on the notion of tractability, this critique purports to take actual methodology and modelling practice in neuroeconomics seriously; third, this critique is representative of a number of common misconceptions about the current practice and goals of modelling in neuroeconomics. Two such misconceptions concern what it can take to neurally inform an economic model, and what it means that neuroeconomic modelling spans multiple levels. Hence, Fumagalli's ([2011] ) arguments can serve as a particularly useful foil for the issues explained in this article.
By reconstructing a case study from one prominent area of neuroeconomics, 2 I shall firstly explain in what sense there are already descriptively accurate, tractable economic models of choice that incorporate neural insights. In focusing on this case study, I shall clarify under what conditions it is plausible to say that a model is tractable. Finally, I shall explain how expressions such as 'neurally enriched economic models' or 'informing an economic model with neural insights' should be understood. A closer look at actual practice in neuroeconomics makes it clear that a neurally informed model of choice need not literally include variables standing for properties of neurons, such as having a certain refractory period or having a certain membrane resistance. To say that results from cognitive neuroscience can inform economic models of choice can mean at least two things: neural results can, on the one hand, confirm (or disconfirm) the causal relevance of latent, subjective variables or processes posited by competing models of choice behaviour and, on the other, point to causally relevant variables or processes overlooked by existing models. 3 Psychological results may inform economic models in similar ways, as much work in behavioural economics indicates ). Psychological data about, for example, memory, attention, learning, emotion, motivation, and personality traits may be correlated with the latent, subjective variables or processes posited by a model of choice behaviour.
The article is structured thus: Section 2 begins by reconstructing a case study representative of model-based analyses of decision making, which is a growing area in neuroeconomics (Corrado and Doya [2007] ; O 'Doherty et al. [2007] ; Mars et al. [2010] ). This case study will serve to elucidate what it can take to neurally inform a model of choice. Drawing on this case, Section 3 argues that currently for at least some economic model of choice behaviour, the benefits derivable from neurally informing an economic model do not involve special tractability costs (i.e. tractability costs that are too high and specifically due to neurally informing a model of choice). This argument challenges whoever believes that currently 'a neural enrichment of economic models is likely to impose [significant tractability costs] on economists' (Fumagalli [2011] , p. 627) to provide actual case studies in support of their view. Section 4 explicates how expressions like 'neurally enriched economic model' are best understood. Section 5 concludes with a summary of the contribution of the article to existing literature.
Neurally Informed Models of Choice: A Case Study
This section reconstructs a representative study from a growing area in neuroeconomics: ). This case study offers a solid basis for articulating the core claims of this article.
First, this study poses a challenge to the claim that neuroeconomists have not shown that the modelling benefits of informing economic models of choice with neural insights compensate for their modelling costs (cf. Harrison [2008] ; Bernheim [2009]; Fumagalli [2011] ). Second, while the case-study illustrates model-building practice in neuroeconomics, it illustrates the claim often made in the economic as well as in the neuroscientific literature that the degree of descriptive accuracy of a model is jointly determined by the causal structure of the real-world system under investigation, the modeller's varying epistemic interests and purposes in relation to that system, and the modeller's audience (on 'descriptive accuracy' or realism in economics, see, for example, Bhaskar et al. [1998] ; Mäki [2007] ). Finally, the case study paves the way for explaining how tractability is better understood in (economic) modelling (Section 3) and These correlations can become a source of evidence about the psychological plausibility of a target latent decision variable, about its causal relevance, and about its possible causal relationships with other variables that may be overlooked by the model. This should not suggest that neuroeconomics brings no additional evidential or explanatory pay-offs. Rather, it suggests that the types of arguments put forward in this paper might carry over to psychologically informed economic modelling. As it will be explained in Section 4, concepts, results, and evidence from behavioural economics, psychology, and neuroscience can fruitfully be used to pursue a co-evolutionary research programme aiming at advancing our algorithmic understanding of human choice behaviour.
for explicating how expressions like 'neurally enriched economic model' should be understood (Section 4).
It will be clear that the main benefit of the neuroeconomic approach in the case study under consideration consists in a kind of independent test of competing models of risk-sensitive choice behaviour. The economic models are first fitted on the basis of choice data, and then compared to the neurobiological data whose patterns they can either fit or fail to explain. It will be clear that this added value of neurally informed economic modelling does not need involve special tractability costs.
2.1 A case study on risk-sensitive choice Niv et al. ([2012] ) set out to investigate the mechanism of humans' attitude to risk (defined as variance in the reward outcomes of their actions) during decision-making tasks where payoffs (or reward outcomes) must be learned from experience. Sensitivity to risk is a prominent economic phenomenon, which is explained in various ways by different economic models of choice behaviour. Niv and colleagues were interested in which one of a number of competing models best explained this phenomenon. Two traditional modelling approaches they considered were expected utility theory and reinforcement learning, which are widely used in economics.
Within expected utility theory, risk-sensitive behaviour is taken to be explained by some non-linear subjective utility function that maps an agent's wealth (for example, money) into his subjective utility for wealth (cf. Bernoulli [1954] ; see Schoemaker [1982] for a critical review of this modelling approach to risk aversion). 4 The general (or 'global') shape of a utility function implies a specific attitude towards risk. If the utility function is concave (for example, the functional form of the utility function is logarithmic), then risk-averse behaviour is implied. If the utility function is convex (for example, the functional form of the utility function is exponential), then risk-loving behaviour is implied. Hence, within expected utility theory, different models with different functional forms can be understood as hypotheses about how risk aversion depends on wealth.
In standard reinforcement learning, risk-sensitive behaviour is taken to be explained by biases in the sampling of the available options due to the interaction between choice and learning (cf. March [1996] ; Niv et al. [2002] ([2012] ) worked within this framework. Since the mid '90s of the last century, the reinforcement learning framework has become increasingly central to the investigation of the neural substrates of learning and decision-making (see Niv [2009] for a review). This centrality is justified by the discovery that the phasic firing of dopamine neurons in the midbrain substantia nigra pars compacta and the ventral tegmental area, recorded from primates engaged in rewardlearning tasks, can be described as encoding a key learning signal (Montague et al. [1996] ; Schultz et al. [1997] ). This is the 'temporal difference reward prediction error' and it is used in several types of reinforcement learning algorithms (Sutton and Barto [1998] , Chapter 6).
Research question and hypotheses
Niv and colleagues investigated a specific aspect of the mechanism of human attitudes to risk by asking whether and how risk sensitivity is integral to (i.e. is a component or constituent of) human reward learning, and how it can best be modelled. If risk sensitivity is not integral to reward learning, then there might be two separate mechanisms of risk-sensitive choice. One might be the mechanism by which we learn mean values of different options-as per traditional reinforcement learning models. The other mechanism might enable us to learn the variance associated with the options' payoffs (or reward outcomes). Instead, if risk sensitivity is integral to human reward-learning, then traditional reinforcement learning models may be extended to take account of this feature of human learning and decision making.
Competitive models of risk-sensitive behaviour
Two ways were identified for extending standard reinforcement learning models so that they take account of risk sensitivity. First, some non-linear subjective utility for different outcomes (as captured, for example, by Bernoulli [1954] ) could be incorporated in the standard temporal-difference model. Second, the model could explicitly distinguish the asymmetric effects that positive and negative rewards have on the learning process (as per Mihatsch and Neuneier [2002] ).
Three models of risk-sensitive choice behaviour were considered within the framework of reinforcement learning. One was a standard reinforcement learning model. The other two were extensions of this model.
The core of the standard temporal-difference (TD) learning model is this update rule:
where V(S) denotes the value of a chosen option S, Z is a learning rate parameter, and d(t outcome ) is the temporal difference reward prediction error computed at each of two consecutive time steps (t stimulus and t outcome ¼ t stimulus + 1). The prediction error is the difference between experienced and expected reward outcome, computed as:
where V(t) is the predicted value of some option at time t, and r(t) is the reward outcome obtained at time t. The reward prediction error at t outcome is used to update V(S), which is the value of the chosen option, according to (1). The reward prediction error is thus used to update expectations in order to drive learning and guide decision making. Although the standard TD-learning model does not explicitly take risk into account, it can allow for risk aversion due to biases in the sampling of the available options, as mentioned above. The second model considered by Niv and colleagues ([2012] ) was what they called a 'Bernoulli utility model'. As in the standard temporal difference model, the update rule of the utility model is (1). However, this model differs from the first one for the prediction error that it is used to update V(S):
where U(r(t)) is the subjective utility of the reward outcome at time t. Because of this type of prediction error, the variance of reward outcomes is not taken explicitly into account in this model either. For different reward outcomes, depending on the value of a utility parameter, a, subjective utility curves could be either convex or concave, thereby implying respectively risk-averse and risk-loving behaviour. The third model was a 'risk-sensitive TD-model', which penalizes or favours the variance of reward outcomes by distinguishing two update rules for positive and negative prediction error. These are:
so that if Z + < Z À , the effect of negative prediction error on learned values is larger than that of positive prediction error, leading to risk aversion, and vice versa if
For all three models, Niv et al. ([2012] ) assumed a softmax action selection function, which yields the probability, Pr (A), of choosing a stimulus (or option) A from estimated values of the stimulus (or option) V(A):
where is a parameter called inverse temperature. As tends to infinity, the stimulus with highest value has a much higher probability of being selected than the others. As tends to zero, all stimuli become equally probable. Hence, the parameters involved in the three models are respectively: the learning rate, Z, and the inverse temperature, , for the TD-model; the learning rate, Z, the inverse temperature, , and the utility parameter, a, for the utility model; the learning rates, Z + and Z À , and the inverse temperature, , for the risk-sensitive TD-model.
Model-based fMRI: from economics to brains and back
By investigating their target within the reinforcement learning modelling framework, Niv and colleagues could integrate their competitive models directly into the design and analysis of a neuroimaging experiment. One benefit of testing economic models of decision making in neuroimaging studies is that they allow patterns of brain activity to be related to variables in the models that may have no direct relationship with choice behaviour, as for the cases of risk sensitivity and learned values of stimuli. The identification of this relationship can often afford constraints to existing models of choice, with respect, for example, to the cognitive architecture of human information processing that a given model might presuppose (cf. Forstmann et al. [2011] ).
Niv and colleagues scanned human participants using fMRI, while they made choices between two visual stimuli associated with equal mean monetary value but different variances. Participants had to learn about the payoffs associated with the visual stimuli so as to maximize their final monetary winning.
The three models could describe the transformations from the set of stimuli inputs presented to participants to choice behaviour in the task. In general, '[t]he specific "internal" operations required to effect such a transformation are the variables of interest in the neuroimaging study, as it is these variables that will ultimately be correlated with the neuroimaging data' (O'Doherty et al. [2007] , p. 36). In studies such as Niv and colleagues', model variables like the prediction error d serve as proxies for internal, subjective decision variables, which are assumed to drive choice behaviour. These internal, subjective decision variables are used for searching for their corresponding patterns of brain activity in the neuroimaging data. Information about neural correlates of these internal, subjective decision variables can inform alternative models of the same type of choice behaviour by helping identify its neurocomputational mechanism. Let me explain this point in reference to Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) study.
Following a increasingly popular approach in model-based fMRI, Niv and colleagues first fit the free parameters of the three models to choices of each participant by using a maximum a posteriori estimation procedure. Then, in order to determine which model provided the best fit for each participant, they compared the posterior likelihoods of each participant's choice behaviour according to each model.
For the three models, there were two variables that changed on a trial-bytrial basis as a function of learning and decision making: the learned values of the stimuli, V(S), and the prediction error, d. Once the best-fitting models parameters were found, the models were regressed against fMRI data for each participant to identify brain signals correlating with the model-generated prediction errors and values of the stimuli. The three models made qualitatively different predictions about the value signals for a particular chosen stimulus in the task. Relying on these prediction, Niv and colleagues extracted the 'neural values' of the different stimuli from fMRI BOLD signals. In this way, they could identify which of the three competing models was best supported by the neural data.
Specifically, Niv and colleagues entered the three competing models into a regression analysis against the fMRI data to determine which model provided a better fit to the fMRI data for a given brain region of interest. This brain region was located in the nucleus accumbens and was determined based on previous relevant research in neuroeconomics. Hence, by means of modelbased fMRI, Niv et al. not only provided independent evidence about how a particular cognitive function might be implemented by certain patterns of neural activity, but, more important, they could also discriminate the explanatory power of competing economic models of choice behaviour.
It was found that both the traditional TD-learning model and the utility model were not supported by neural data. Instead, both behavioural and neural data supported the risk-sensitive TD-model, providing evidence that prediction error signalling in the nucleus accumbens is indeed sensitive to the variance of reward outcomes. These results suggest that any descriptively accurate model of human choice should take account of risk sensitivity, as per the risk sensitive TD-model. ) provides an example of how results from cognitive neuroscience can be used to inform economic models of choice. Such results can be used both to assess the explanatory power of existing models of choice as well as heuristically, to advance novel models. Neural results can, on the one hand, confirm (or disconfirm) the causal relevance of latent, subjective processes posited by competing models of choice behaviour, and, on the other, point to causally relevant processes overlooked by existing models. Does neutrally informing economic models in either of these ways involve special tractability costs?
Neurally informed modelling
With respect to this question, several critics of neuroeconomics share the concern that accurately modelling the neural substrates of choice behaviour most likely involves significant tractability costs because 'numerous cerebral systems are highly interconnected at the anatomical and physiological levels' and because 'several neural areas activate in a wide range of decision contexts' (Fumagalli [2011] , pp. 628, 633; see also Ortmann [2008] ; Bernheim [2009]; Vromen [2010] ). The concern is that in order to accurately 'neurally inform' a model of choice behaviour, one has to take account of the neural substrate of the choice phenomenon of interest, which will involve too high a modelling cost because one would have to deal with a too complex system.
Even if we evaluate such criticisms at the same level of abstraction and generality, they do not provide telling reasons for believing that neurally informed modelling of choice behaviour is likely to involve special tractability costs. To begin with, in light of actual scientific modelling practice and of researchers' specific epistemic goals, it should be obvious that there is no straightforward relationship between the number of variables (neural or non-neural) included in a model and the descriptive accuracy (or realism) of that model. The descriptive accuracy of a model is a function of the features included in the model that matter to the phenomena of interest displayed by the target. What matters and what doesn't is jointly determined by the causal structure of the real-world system under investigation, the modeller's varying epistemic interests and purposes in relation to that system, and the modeller's audience (cf., for example, Craver [2009] , pp. 590-1; Mäki [2012] ).
Neuroeconomists do not pursue a generic ideal of descriptive accuracy for their models. The way in which Niv et al. ([2012] ) used their models was aimed at understanding whether and how specific latent subjective decision variables are causally relevant to some phenomenon of economic interest displayed by the target modelled. The descriptive accuracy of the models that they considered should be assessed as a function of such purpose: 'The essential function of the model [in these types of studies] is not necessarily to serve as an explicit hypothesis for how the brain makes a decision, but only to formalize an intermediate decision variable' (Corrado and Doya [2007] , p. 8180). In so far as the variables of interest in the model stand for causally relevant features in the system, then the model is descriptively accurate. So, in so far as risk sensitivity is integral to reinforcement learning and the learning process is driven by non-linear effects of unpredictable reward outcomes, risk-sensitive TD-models are descriptively accurate.
Secondly, the fact that the brain is a neural network does not entail that neuroeconomic models taking account of a particular type of neural variable X must also take account of other variables of types Y and Z just because neural circuits of types Y and Z are connected to circuits of type X. Instead of imposing special tractability costs, physiological and anatomical knowledge about the central nervous system can usefully constrain model-building in neuroeconomics because it can help to better delineate neural regions of particular interests and it can serve as an heuristic for the search for a certain type of algorithms within a given neural architecture.
Anatomical constraints and previous physiological findings were in fact used by Niv et al. ([2012] ) to justify their focus on a specific region of interest in the nucleus accumbens. This modelling choice was based on previous studies showing that reward prediction errors are correlated with activity in the nucleus accumbens of humans engaged in classical or instrumental conditioning tasks that involve monetary rewards. Moreover, anatomical criteria were used to better delineate the regions of interest within the nucleus accumbens for each participant.
Results about neural architecture can serve as a heuristic in the search for the mechanism of decision making. Analogies have been drawn between the anatomy and connectivity pattern displayed by the basal ganglia, and certain neural architectures for implementing reinforcement learning algorithms (O'Doherty et al. [2007] , p. 43). Specifically, actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithms have been proposed as routines implemented in specific regions of the basal ganglia partly because of the neural connectivity and anatomy of these regions (for example, Joel et al. [2002] ).
One further observation undercuts the objection that the anatomical and dynamic complexity of the human brain are most likely to make intractable the accurate modelling of the neural substrates of choice behaviour. This charge overlooks the fact that structural constraints can be useful for inferring the function performed by activity in some neural circuit, and hence identifying the algorithm that is likely to be implemented by activation in that circuit. The function of some particular neural circuit, that is, can be inferred from its pattern of connectivity with other structures (cf. Sporns [2011] ).
Finally, from the fact that many neural circuits are involved in a wide range of decision contexts it does not follow that (i) we cannot identify a restricted number of particular circuits differentially active in those decision contexts, and (ii) distinct decision contexts do not share some underlying property such that they can be thought of the same type, as critics like Fumagalli ([2011] , p. 628), Bernheim ([2009] , p. 7), and Vromen ([2010] , p. 180) appear to suggest.
If particular neural circuits are differentially active in certain classes of decision contexts, then there is reason to believe that only a subset of the many neural variables involved in that type of decision context is especially relevant to carrying out the cognitive functions underlying that decision. This is in fact what has been found in research on the neural bases of social decision making. Altruistic, fair or trusting behaviour differentially activates rewardrelated brain areas such as the striatum and specific prefrontal circuits.
5 So, there is reason to believe that some neural variables are especially relevant to identifying the mechanism of decisions carried out in certain types of contexts. Niv and colleagues relied exactly on this fact in the selection of relevant neural circuits on which their analysis focused. Furthermore, at the level of Marr's ([1982] ) computational analysis, a wide range of decision contexts are justifiably considered of the same type. This is the case for the range of decision problems addressed by reinforcement learning algorithms (Sutton and Barto [1998] , Chapter 11). In spite of apparent differences, all these problems share underlying properties such that they are justifiably considered to be different instances of the problem of learning what to do in the face of rewards and punishments received by taking different actions in an uncertain environment. If this is so, then the brain might use algorithms of the same family to solve seemingly different decision problems (cf. Dayan and Daw [2008] ). specifically, in economics as well as in the philosophical literature about scientific and economic modelling, 'tractability' can denote a property of a model itself or a property of the activities of modelling.
Gabaix and Laibson characterize 'tractability' as a property of a model itself when they explain:
Models with maximal tractability can be solved with analytic methodsi.e. paper and pencil calculations. At the other extreme, minimally tractable models cannot be solved even with a computer, since the necessary computations/simulations would take too long. For instance, optimization is typically not computationally feasible when there are dozens of continuous state variables-in such cases, numerical solution times are measured on the scale of years or centuries. ([2008], p. 294) 6 This understanding of tractability is widespread in economic modelling.
Less discussed in the economic literature is the sense of 'tractability' as a property of modelling. As explained by Hindriks ([2006] ), 'tractability' in this sense picks out a property that comes in degrees, and that can evolve over history as a function of the modellers' cognitive, computational, and material resources, and of developments in science and technology (on this sense of tractability, see also (Odenbaugh [2003] ; Mäki [2009] ; Knuuttila and Loettgers [2012] )).
Before moving on to explicating under what conditions a model is tractable for each of these two senses of tractable, it is worth being clear on one point.
7
Let us stipulate that a model is tractable if it has some analytical solution. A solution to a model is 'analytical' if the model has a closed-form solution, in terms of a finite number of known functions. Consider a traditional expected utility model that has analytical solutions (for example, the Bernoulli utility model). Suppose that this utility model fails to predict a set of relevant choice and neural data; some alternative, empirically informed model that has no analytical solution successfully predicts the same set of data. This is a case where the loss in tractability of a model would trade-off with a gain in its predictive accuracy.
By itself, however, this loss in tractability cannot be used as a reason to prefer the more traditional utility model. Tractability costs-at least understood in terms of a lack of analytical solutions-can be used as an argument against neuroeconomics only if there are other significant advantages to using the traditional utility model. But that is precisely what is in question in 6 See, for example, (Stigler [1950] ; Barberis et al. [2001] ; ; Edmans and Gabaix [2011] ). For philosophical discussions of this notion, see (Hindriks [2005] , [2006] ; Mäki [2009] , Section 9), and Morgan and Knuuttila ([2012] ). 7 This consideration was suggested to me by one of the referees, for which I am grateful.
comparing the predictive power of competitive models.
8 With this disclaimer in place, let us now better distinguish between tractability as a property (or a cluster of properties) of a model itself and tractability as a property (or cluster of properties) of the activities of model building and model use. If we focus on the model itself, then mathematics and complexity theory offer an objective characterization of a tractable model (Garey and Johnson [1979] ). According to this characterization, a model is tractable exactly if a Turing machine can provide an output for each input to the model within a certain number of steps. For a model to be tractable, this number of steps must be at most some polynomial function of the number of bits in the input. The tractability of a model itself concerns the time a Turing machine needs for implementing (or finding a solution to) the model: 'If the time needed cannot be described by a polynomial function of the length of the input, it tends to go to infinity. If this is the case, the [model] is intractable' (Hindriks [2006] , p. 413).
In this sense, the three models considered by Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) study were all tractable, given the structure and dimensionality of the action-space of the task the models had to address. There are a number of approaches to the 'curse of dimensionality' that RL-models such as the types of TD-learning models considered by Niv and colleagues face when they target more complex, high-dimensional systems (see, for example, Doya et al. [2002] ; Wilson and Niv [2012] ). So, provided suitable representations of relevant features of the task to be addressed, TD-learning models are generally tractable in the sense just discussed (Sutton and Barto [1998] , Chapter 6).
9
Two further points should be noted in light of the complex-theoretic characterization of tractability. First, a definition of tractability of a model in terms of a function of its input length implies that the number of variables of a model per se is not a reliable indicator of its complexity, as claimed by Fumagalli ([2011] ). The inherent complexity (or tractability) of a model is captured by how the demands on time and other computational resources increase with its input length when the model yields a solution, rather than 8 See (Harless and Camerer [1994] ) for an early statement and experimental exploration of this argument in economics 9 As one referee brought to my attention, one limitation should be pointed out with Niv et al.'s evidence, and more generally with most results in neuroeconomics. Niv et al. ([2012] ) focused on what might be called 'local' risk aversion, i.e. stochastic dominance of preference for surer outcomes on short timescales. Economists are typically interested in attitudes to risk over indefinitely extended timescales. Given the types of instrumental and classical conditioning tasks used in their experiment, the Niv et al.'s findings might be relevant only to relatively stimulus-bound 'local risk'. Economic models of risk attitude are generally applied to more stimulus-independent and non-local risk (for example, in asset markets, risk of long-run inflation). So, the Niv et al. findings may be relevant to economic models of risk attitude at some scales of choice but not others. It is noteworthy, moreover, that even if the tractability of a model is scale-relative, empirically demonstrated heterogeneity of risk attitudes at extended timescales might well be partly explained by people's varying levels of short-timescale, striatally coded risk sensitivity, which only studies such as Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) can confirm and measure.
by 'the fact that demand on computational resources increases with input size ' (van Rooij [2008] , p. 944). Second, since tractability, in this sense, is an inherent property of models themselves, the answer to the question 'Which of two models of a given target system is more tractable?' has an objective answer, which does not depend on modellers' interests and purposes or on current restrictions on human technology and theory. Let us now consider the activities of model building and model use. If we understand tractability as a property (or cluster of properties) of modelling, rather than models themselves, then the tractability of a model can plausibly be identified with the ease with which modellers can build the model or manipulate it in order to obtain some desired result. The number of variables appearing in a model does seem to affect ease of model building and model use.
Primarily, one wants to keep variable sets in specific models small because of practical, material, or cognitive limitations, which humans happen to have at a certain time in history due to limitations in current technology, theory, or material resources. These are not deep issues of principle, but purely contingent, temporary constraints on modelling methodology, which do not apply only to neuroeconomics, but to scientific modelling more generally. Given this understanding of tractability in relation to modelling practices, two real issues for neuroeconomic methodology: Currently, does informing economic models of choice with neural evidence require one to incorporate several variables in such models? Currently, are neurally informed economic models of choice often, seldom, or never easy to build or use? Section 2.2 already provided reasons for a negative answer to the first question. An adequate answer to the second question cannot be pursued at an abstract level, where modelling is considered in isolation from specific interests, purposes, and capacities of actual modellers and of their audience, and in isolation from the type of causal structure of the system under investigation. If this is so, then there may be no objective answer to the question of whether a neurally informed model of risk-sensitive choice is easier to use or to build in comparison to an alternative, neurally uninformed model.
One general consideration can defuse concerns about ease of model building and model use in at least certain approaches to neurally informed modelling in neuroeconomics. Model-based fMRI studies in neuroeconomics such as Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) are becoming more and more widespread, partly because of the increasing level of sophistication of the technology as well as the mathematics, statistics, and machine-learning techniques available (cf. Daw [2011] ; Friston and Dolan [2010] ). In so far as the tractability of a model-in the sense under consideration-is relative to development in science and technology, and to auxiliary theories in neighbouring fields (Hindriks [2006], pp. 413-4) , model building and model use in areas of neuroeconomics such as model-based fMRI are becoming ever more tractable.
Neural Integration and the Co-evolutionary Research Ideology
What does it mean that neural variables should inform economic models of choice? Does the project of neuroeconomics consist in modelling human choice behaviour at one particular (lower-)level-namely, the neural levelrather than at some other level (cf. Fumagalli [2011] ; Harrison [2008] , Section 4.6; Kuorikoski and Ylikoski [2010] )? And does the diversity of methodologies used by neuroeconomists implicate that neuroeconomics has no single unifying goal (cf. Ross [2008] )?
Terms like 'incorporating', 'importing', and 'integrating neural insights', or 'integrating neural variables' into economic models are often used in arguments concerning neuroeconomics without further qualification. Since they are generic, it is difficult to assess the plausibility of an argument such as Fumagalli's ([2011] ) without knowing how they should be understood. I argue that expressions such as 'neural enrichment of economic models' are best understood in light of a co-evolutionary research ideology and within Marr's ([1982] ) three-level of analysis explanatory framework, which are often advocated by researchers in the field of neuroeconomics, and by critics of neuroeconomics alike, to identify the ultimate goal of the neuroeconomics project (cf. Glimcher [2003] ; Harrison [2008] , Section 4).
There are various characterizations of what neuroeconomics is about. 10 All characterizations seem to agree on one fundamental point. In the words of Glimcher ([2009] , p. 503): 'The goal of neuroeconomics is an algorithmic description of the human mechanism for choice'. 11 The appeal to an algorithmic description hints at a specific way in which neuroeconomics research spans multiple levels, involves insights from multiple disciplines, and can employ different methodologies.
In light of such a shared goal, current modelling practice in neuroeconomics is best understood within Marr's ([1982] ) three-level of analysis framework. Marr's levels include the computational, the algorithmic, and the level of implementation. The computational level specifies the problem to be solved in terms of some generic input-output mapping. In the case of neuroeconomics, this is the problem of selecting one option from a set of options available to the agent. Thus, the generic input-output mapping that defines the computational problem of neuroeconomics is a function mapping the set of options available to the agent to an estimate of the agent's choice behaviour. It is generic in that it does not specify any class of rules for generating the output. This class is defined at the algorithmic level.
10 See, for example (Camerer [2008] ; Glimcher [2009] ; Rustichini [2009] ). 11 Whether the achievement of this goal will have revolutionary consequences for economics is a separate issue, which goes beyond the scope of this article (on this issue, see Craver and Alexandrova [2008] ).
An algorithm specifies an effective procedure to solve a given problem. Neurally informed models of choice behaviour belong to this level, as they aim to describe step-by-step procedures that produce an estimate of the agent's choice behaviour as a function of information about the choice options available. Hence, as they specify alternative effective procedures for generating risk-sensitive choice behaviour, the models considered in Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) study belong to the algorithmic level. Accordingly, and in line with the core goal of neuroeconomics, Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) goal is to advance our algorithmic understanding of choice behaviour.
The level of implementation is the level of physical parts and their organization. It describes the mechanism that carries out the algorithm. Mechanisms implementing an algorithm can in turn span different levels of organization. Obviously, the nervous system comprises different levels: neurotransmitters, neurons, populations of neurons, brain regions, and so forth. Different structures and activities at different levels of grain may be relevant to implement a given algorithm (Craver [2007] , Chapter 5). The phasic activity of dopaminergic neurons in the basal ganglia, for example, probably encodes reward prediction errors. As mentioned above, the striatum, which is a region of the forebrain strongly innervated by dopaminergic fibers, might implement actor-critic RL-algorithms, which use reward prediction errors.
When placed within Marr's three-level framework, it is apparent that asking whether 'human choice behaviour is more conveniently modelled at the neuralrather than some other-level' is a misunderstanding of neuroeconomics methodology (cf. Rustichini [2009] ). Once it is clear that the relevant notion of a level used in modelling in neuroeconomics is Marr's one, then it should be also clear that models at different levels do not compete with one another. To obtain a better understanding of choice behaviour, models are needed at each of the three levels. An economic model at the computational level targets the kinds of functions that can be optimized by a given type of behaviour. A neuroeconomic model at the algorithmic level targets the processes by which that behaviour can be carried out. A model at the implementation level targets the neural structures and activities that implement a given algorithm.
A co-evolutionary research ideology is congenial to the pursuit of an algorithmic understanding of choice behaviour and enables us to make sense of expressions like 'neurally inform' or 'neurally enrich' models of choice behaviour. This research ideology also justifies multiple methodologies for advancing our understanding of the computational mechanism of choice behaviour. According to Churchland ([1986] ), 'co-evolution' involves models put forth in one field of inquiry being susceptible to correction and reconceptualization in light of discoveries, conceptual refinements, and methodologies made available outside the field at issue. There is no single, autonomous, privileged level of explanation. Rather, theories and models at one level should be constrained, revised, and reshaped in terms theories and models at other levels (see also Colombo [2013] ; Di Francesco et al. [2007] ).
Consider claims like the following one: 'augmented economic models will also likely include results from sociology, anthropology, psychology, and other fields' (Park and Zak [2007] , p. 54). One way to understand this claim is with (Fumagalli [2011] , p. 629), when he comments: 'the point remains that simultaneously including constructs from various disciplines into a given economic model would often be prohibitively impractical'. But informing a given model with results and knowledge from other fields of inquiry does not mean that we should literally posit variables and constructs from various disciplines in our model. From the perspectives of Marr's three-level analysis and of a coevolutionary research ideology, informing a model with results and knowledge from various fields should rather be understood in the following way: Consider models at each of Marr's three levels. Models at the computational level that identify which type of function may be optimized by some behaviour constrain possible algorithms. If a given algorithm is unable to solve the computational problems that our cognitive system needs to solve, then it cannot be the algorithm implemented by our nervous system. Or, if we find a deviation from a model at the computational level that predicts that agents deal optimally with noise (or uncertainty), depending on the aspect of the deviation, it might be concluded that noise has a different structure from what it was assumed, or alternatively that specific aspects of the algorithmic specification of the computational problem or of the underlying neural machinery affect behaviour in ways that make it suboptimal. Taking these insights into account, a new computational model of how agents should deal with noise may be specified.
12 Knowledge of the details of a putative neural implementation of an algorithm can render certain algorithmic models unfeasible. If, for example, the properties of a certain neural circuit are such that it cannot implement an algorithm with certain properties to solve a given problem, then the nervous system probably implements an algorithm with different properties or it solves a different type of computational problem altogether. So, informed by knowledge at the neural level of implementation, we can set out to build a new model. In light of these remarks, what is key to neurallyinformed models of choice behaviour is 'a careful characterization of the deviation between models and experimental data' (Fernandes and Kö rding [2010], p. 346) . This is evident in Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) study, as well as in Bayesian modelling in neuroscience (cf. Doya et al. [2007] ). Reinforcement learning and Bayesian modelling have been most powerful in pursuing such a co-evolutionary research ideology, so that models at the three levels inform each other in a fruitful way. Remarkably, for reinforcement learning and Bayesian cognitive neuroscience, the co-evolution of models and theories from different fields and at different Marr levels has borne fruit not only for gleaning an understanding of a wealth of phenomena related to perception, action, judgement, and decision making, but also for shaping the next generation of experimental research.
13
Working with Marr's distinction between levels, Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) project illustrates co-evolution in practice in neuroeconomics. Their modelling project set out to advance our understanding of the computational mechanism through which risk may come to influence learning and decision making. The normative framework of reinforcement learning was used to define the computational task solved by agents learning about, and choosing between, options with the same mean (expected) value but different variances. Accordingly, learning was treated as aiming to select actions that will increase the probability of rewarding outcomes and decrease the probability of punishing ones. Choice behaviour was understood as aiming to optimize the consequences of actions in terms of a long-term measure of total obtained rewards. As already pointed out, within reinforcement learning, traditional models of choice behaviour do not explicitly represent the agent's attitude to risk since the variance of different options is ignored.
If the specification of the computational task is revised as a function of findings at the algorithmic level, then co-evolution between computational and algorithmic models occurs. Among the algorithmic findings relevant to the computational level are the number of time steps that each algorithm requires to compute the target function (cf. van Rooij [2008] ), and the amount of behavioural variance explained by each model. Niv et al.'s ([2012] ) finding that the risk-sensitive TD-model provided the best fit for participants' choice behaviour suggests that the computational-level model of our attitude to risk during reward-based learning and decision making should be revised. The revised model at the computational level should take account not only of the mean reward values of options, as per traditional reinforcement learning models, but also such higher-order moments as their variances.
As a co-evolutionary research ideology would prescribe, the models at the algorithmic level should be sensitive also to findings at the level of implementation. The three models considered by Niv and colleagues were integrated in the design of their fMRI experiment, thereby allowing for linking choice behaviour to neurophysiological and fMRI signals. Niv et al. ([2012] ) scanned the level of implementation, looking for significant correlations between model-generated reward prediction error signals on the one hand, and participants' behaviour and brain activity on the other. By searching for relationships between the level of implementation and the algorithmic level, that is, between neural variables and processes of interest, and specific variables and processes in their algorithmic models, Niv and colleagues were able to provide evidence that risk sensitivity is integral to prediction error signalling in the nucleus accumbens. The evidence at the neural level suggested that algorithmic models of risk-sensitive learning and choice should apply a non-linear transformation to prediction errors, rather than to outcomes (as in the utility model) to accurately model humans' attitudes to risk.
Furthermore, the co-evolutionary exchange apparent in Niv et al.'s study was also directed at advancing our understanding of the downstream effects of dopaminergic signals in the nucleus accumbens. From the finding that signals in the nucleus accumbens were associated with risk-sensitive learning, Niv and colleagues formulated a number of testable hypotheses about the neural mechanism for the asymmetric weighting of reward prediction errors, and about the broader neurocomputational architecture of risk-sensitive choice.
Conclusion
This article has tried to show that, currently, for at least some economic model of choice behaviour, the benefits derivable from neurally informing an economic model of choice do not involve special tractability costs. The challenge for those who believe that neutrally informing economic models is likely to impose substantial tractability costs is to provide actual case studies in support of this belief. This article has elucidated whether and in what sense a model's degree of accuracy and number of variables impacts on the model's tractability. More generally, the article contributes to the debate on model building at the interface between economics and neuroscience in two ways: First, it has explicated what it means to neutrally inform an economic model, pointing to one of the added values of neuroeconomic modelling. Second, it has argued that modelling in neuroeconomics is best understood within David Marr's three levels of analysis framework and in light of a co-evolutionary research ideology. you goes to the three anonymous referees of this journal for their time and their exceptionally constructive comments.
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